
TWO STARS have been discovered travelling in such a tight orbit around each 
other that they are predicted to merge and explode to form an enormous super-
nova, in about 700 million years’ time.  

Both stars are a type of object known as a white dwarf—all that remains of a 
star like our Sun once it has run out of fuel at the end of its life, and blown away 
its outer layers in a cloud that expands to form a surrounding nebula.

Normally, such an object would remain a white dwarf forever, destined to cool 
and fade away completely…unless it can somehow gain more mass.

These twin stars should do just that; each is about the mass of the Sun, and 
currently they orbit each other every four hours. They are destined to spiral ever 
closer together under the pull of gravity, and when they finally fuse to form a 
single star, the sudden release of energy will create a supernova event.

This discovery has finally confirmed the theoretical predictions that such 
pairs of massive white dwarfs can exist.

The way that the two stars are revolving round each other so tightly has also 
influenced the directions in which their outer layers were thrown off, as the sur-
rounding nebula is strangely asymmetric and lopsided.
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TONIGHT’S half-hour talk begins 
promptly at 7.15pm, when 

Sonali Shukla will tell us how recent 
findings with new solar satellites 
and space-based telescopes have 
improved our understanding of the 
various life stages of stars.

Her talk will be followed by an 
opportunity to observe if (and only 
if…) the weather is clear.

The IoA’s historical Northumber-
land and Thorrowgood telescopes 
will be open for unaided-eye 
observations, and we will be staffing 
some smaller telescopes around the 
observatory lawns.

The Cambridge Astronomical 
Association will also provide an out-
doors floorshow relaying live images 
from three modern telescopes, with 
commentary.

If we’re unlucky and it’s cloudy, 
then we’ll offer you a cup of tea as 
compensation, and the CAA will 
offer some more astro-information 
afterwards in the lecture theatre for 
those who want to stay on.
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Merging stars set to go supernova

Artist’s impression 
of the central part of 
the planetary nebula 
Henize 2-428. The two 
white dwarfs there are 
expected to merge in 
around 700 million 
years, creating a Type 
Ia supernova and 
destroying both stars. 
Image: ESO/L. Calçada

Ceres looking spotty 
in new Dawn photos
THE LATEST images of the dwarf 
planet Ceres (right) show it to have a 
variety of intriguing white spots on its 
surface.

NASA’s Dawn mission is currently 
closing in on Ceres—the largest object 
in the asteroid belt between Mars and 
Jupiter—with a rendezvous scheduled 
for 6th March.

The new set of images was taken 
from a distance of 145,000 km from the 
dwarf planet, and reveals large craters 
(some with central mountains) along 
with an array of curious white spots 
both small and large.

Suggestions of rays around each 
spot hint that they could mark the 
sites of impact craters.

Image: NASA/JPL-Caltech/UCLA/
MPS/DLR/IDA



NEW DATA released from the Planck 
satellite mission have shown that the 
first generation of stars was formed 
later than previously thought. 

A mere 380,000 years after the Big 
Bang, the Universe had finally cooled sufficiently for atoms 
to form; at that moment the cosmos changed from being 
opaque to transparent, and the first photons were free to 
travel across intergalactic space—and to be observed by us 
as the light of the cosmic microwave background.

But for the next few hundred million years the Uni-
verse remained dark, as the gas and dark matter gradu-
ally clumped together under gravity to form the very first 
structures. This epoch only ended when the first population 
of stars finally formed from this primordial gas and began to 
light up the Universe.

The data about the cosmic microwave background col-
lected by the Planck satellite suggest that these first stars 
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Age of earliest 
stars revised 
using CMB map

A seminar on time travel will be held
last Tuesday.

Scott’s joke of the week

FOR A sky-gazing treat this week, 
stand outside just after darkness falls 
at about 6pm.

Over to the west side of the sky 
Venus shines brightly, balanced by an 
almost equally dramatic Jupiter on the 
opposite, eastern side.

Away to the south-east, Sirius spar-
kles and flashes, with all three objects 
at about the same height above the 
horizon.

And that’s not all—the Interna-
tional Space Station is back for a while, 

Enjoy a feast of lights 
in the sky this week

Planck’s all-sky polarisation map of the cosmic microwave background 
has been obtained in extremely fine detail (inset). Images: ESA/Planck

THE ROSETTA mission is set for a 
close encounter with Comet 67P. 

After despatching its Philae 
lander last November, the Rosetta 
spacecraft continues to chase the 
comet as it hurtles through the Solar 
System to swing around the Sun.

Rosetta has been observing the 
onset of cometary activity from a 
safe distance of 26 km for a couple of 
months. On Saturday, it will manoeu-
vre to within 6 km of the comet’s 
surface—its nearest encounter yet.

The spacecraft will be brought 
over the larger of the comet’s two 
lobes, to examine a region where the 
terrain appears relatively smooth.

Rosetta’s instruments will image 
the surface of Comet 67P at high 
resolution, and sample the chemical 
make-up of a developing atmosphere 
that grows to form the comet’s tail.

International Space Station
DATE START HIGHEST POINT END

Time Altitude Direction Time Altitude Direction Time Altitude Direction

12 Feb 18:19:21 10° WSW 18:22:36 65° SSE 18:24:31 22° E

13 Feb 19:03:00 10° W 19:06:16 83° S 19:06:34 71° ESE

14 Feb 18:10:14 10° W 18:13:30 80° S 18:15:57 17° E

15 Feb 18:53:51 10° W 18:57:07 77° S 18:57:57 46° ESE

16 Feb 18:01:01 10° W 18:04:17 83° S 18:07:18 12° E

16 Feb 19:37:27 10° W 19:39:56 38° WSW 19:39:56 38° WSW

17 Feb 18:44:34 10° W 18:47:47 60° SSW 18:49:18 28° SE

18 Feb 17:51:39 10° W 17:54:55 74° S 17:58:11 10° ESE

formed about 140 million years later than previously sus-
pected, and this changes our picture of how rapidly some of 
the key features of the early Universe developed.

We don’t observe these early stars directly, however; their 
presence is revealed by the way their energetic light strips 
apart neutral atoms in the surrounding interstellar medium 
to turn it into an electrically charged plasma. This then 
leaves a signal in the polarisation of the cosmic microwave 
background, which has been mapped by Planck.

Iridium flares
DATE TIME ALTITUDE AZIMUTH

12 Feb 18:51:22 46° 150° (SSE)

13 Feb 18:45:18 46° 153° (SSE)

14 Feb 17:12:54 32° 208° (SSW)

14 Feb 18:39:16 46° 154° (SSE)

so try and catch it, perhaps along with 
the reflected light from the network of 
Iridium satellites.

The best viewing times for both 
over the coming week (as seen from 
Cambridge) are given in the tables, 
courtesy of www.heavens-above.com

Rosetta closes in 
to inspect comet


